
High Achiever Awards – Autumn Term 2022 
 

As many of you are aware throughout the year, every half term, each faculty is asked to nominate one student from 
each year group to receive a prestigious High Achiever Award based on the student’s work, effort, attitude and 
achievements made throughout the previous half term.  
 

Each student who receives a High Achiever Award will have their name published in the weekly newsletter, and a copy 
of their certificate displayed on High Achiever noticeboards which are placed in prominent places around the school 
site. They will also will receive a letter of recognition from the school and their certificate is posted home to their 
parents. 
 

We are delighted that the following students all received a High Achiever Award for their work during the first half of 
the Autumn Term. We congratulate them all for their recent success and wish them every success as they continue their 
learning journey at BMS.  
 

COMPUTING  
 

Emma Lujkaj  10O Being diligent, highly motivated and conscientious in IT  
Matthew Limb  11W Being comprehensive in all answers and for showing great depth and breadth of  

understanding in IT  
David Barzegyanski 12B Consistently showing integrity, kindness and empathy and for producing outstanding  

outcomes in BTEC IT  
Yahye Hassan        13S Taking initiative when tackling challenging work and positively acting on feedback 
 

DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY     
 

George Hiron  7S His excellent working during his cooking practicals and the patience he shows in the  
kitchen when working in a pair  

Patryk Piontek  8O His determination to solve problems in his work and taking feedback onboard  
Luxman Aravindan 9S Using his initiative to solve problems when making complex products  
Nathan Morka  10A Making a brilliant start to demonstrating his food talents and being able to help others  

achieve great results in the kitchen  
Narthaki Sivadasan 11M Her conscientious approach to her project work and a determination to improve the  

quality of her work  
James Meloy  12E Always approaching each design challenge with flair and enthusiasm 
Vera Kutten  13M Her high levels of self-motivation when completing research on her project work 
 

ENGLISH  
 

Jessica Cowan  7B Settling in well; completes all work to her best ability, is always keen to use her purple  
pen and enjoys helping others  

Nicholas Tsangaris 8O Making a fantastic start to year 8 English. Nicholas completes all work to a high  
standard and enthusiastically contributes to class discussions  

Roman Jones  9E His dedication to his studies and improvements in analytical writing  
Olivia Wright  10O Excellent work in her book, making brilliant contributions in class discussions and doing  

an impressive impersonation of Sheila when studying 'An Inspector Calls'  
Benji Winslett  12S Making a strong start, showing a positive attitude to study, meeting deadlines and  

contributing regularly to class discussion  
Simran Sharma  13S Being a positive role model with her steady and consistent approach to her studies 

      
HUMANITIES  
 

Asia Maudner  7E Outstanding contribution to all her humanities subjects with a fantastic start to Year 7 
Rachel Antwi-Boasiako 8E Making a fantastic start to the new term; confident, engaged and enthusiastic with  

learning 
Lennon McGovern 9S Showcasing fantastic work ethic through your attitude to learning and standards of  

work in all humanities subjects 
Daniel Nesbeth  10O Making an excellent start to the year, always engaged, focused and working hard to  

produce excellent classwork  
Anastasija Andonova 11M Commendable and consistent high level of work; immaculately presented and detailed  



classwork  
Benjamin Davis  12B Showing an excellent work ethic in Geography, always completing work to the highest  

standard and making superb contributions in lessons  
Ben Conner  13E An improved work ethic by making meaningful contributions and for bringing his  

positive and cheerful energy to class 
 

LEARNING SUPPORT 
 

Henry Duggan  7W Outstanding hard work and effort in all of his subjects 
Harrison Buckridge 8B Excellent attitude to learning and hard work throughout the half-term and across all  

subjects 
Rebecca Latham 9B Amazing achievement in her end of term assessments  
Gracie Fry  10A Excellent work in all her subjects, especially English  
Brook Lamble  11B His effort and commitment to learning for his GCSEs  
Alex Green  12A Extra home learning and effort to be successful in his resit exams 
 

MATHS  
 

Leila Bell-Goring 7S Quiet and determined effort in class  
Asadali Walji  8W Brilliant contributions in lessons throughout the first half term  
Cayley-Anne Noonan 9O Fantastic effort and focus in every lesson   
Harry Cooper  10S Excellent focus and enthusiasm in all lessons  
Danyal Khan  11E Always trying to extend his knowledge and excel  
Benji Winslett  12S Fantastic work in lessons and contribution in Kindness Matters class  
Alex Robins  13E Good contribution in lessons and enthusiasm towards developing his understanding in  

Maths 
     

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES  
 

Eden Silver  7M Demonstrating a passion and flair for Spanish and completing all work with excellent  
intrinsic motivation 

Amelia Lankshear 7A Persistent enthusiasm and continual participation 
Tehya Bryan  9E Being proactive, inquisitive and hardworking 
Daniel Nesbeth  10O Creating diligent and excellent work all term and showing a flair for languages 
Kaksha Chandarana 11A Being proactive and bold in her learning  
Anton Brown  12O His passion for French and proactive approach to learning 
CJ Lea   13W Her inquisitiveness and consistent hard work both in class and homework 
     

PE AND HEALTH  
 

Ajra Permeti  7S Making an excellent start in lessons and extra-curricular clubs and representing the  
faculty at the Year 7 Celebration Evening  

Risha Chudasma 8E A fantastic attitude and effort in lessons and clubs; always willing to help at end of  
lessons  

Larry Dokelman  9B An excellent attitude and progress during vaulting lessons this year; well done!  
Harry Cooper  10S An excellent start to the year in GCSE PE, demonstrating an excellent understanding of  

the theoretical aspect of the course  
Lottie Slight  11M A really positive attitude and level of effort on the Sports Studies course  
Aidan O'Shea  12B Making an excellent start to the CTECH Sport course showing high levels of effort and  

understanding  
Charlie Moore  13M Excellent progress this year in PE, up to date and consistently producing high quality  

coursework 
         

PERFORMING AND VISUAL ARTS  
 

Deodath Snowden 7E His excellent commitment to music 
Risha Chudasma 8E Always being enthusiastic and eager to learn about art 
Jesse Robey  9S Working extra hard on his BHM portrait, both in and out of class in art 
Ellie-May Zeto  10M Her excellent work in GCSE dance 
Bethany Wright  11B Her outstanding script writing in GCSE drama; she raises the grades of students around  



her 
Megan O'Callaghan 12E Her outstanding work and commitment to A-level Media Studies 
Simran Sharma  13S Her thorough and dedicated approach to A-level drama and theatre 
 

SCIENCE  
 

Sebastian Johnson 7E Producing a brilliant cell model and making excellent contributions to lessons 
Charlotte Williams 8W Being an enthusiastic student who always works to the best of her ability in science 
Charles Pavlou  9B Being an excellent hard-working student and a good role model 
Alfie Fish  10W An excellent start to year 10; Alfie is always a hard-working student who tries his best 
Daniella Allan  11W Having an amazing attitude to learning and always putting maximum effort into  

everything she does 
Alex Law  12W An excellent start to the A Level chemistry course; always working to the highest  

standard and making great contributions in the lessons 
Nova Shrestha  13S Being a proactive student with regards to independent study   
      

SOCIAL SCIENCES            
 

Elsie Rogers  10A Maintaining an outstanding work ethic since the beginning of the childcare course and  
for making excellent progress  

Layla Hewerdine 11A Being very hardworking and always completing tasks to the best of her ability; a  
fantastic work ethic  

Jack Thorn  12B Making a fantastic start to law; Jack always ensures he produces work of good quality,  
that is on time and demonstrating clear effort  

Lily Grayling  13W Demonstrating a considerable improvement in her work ethic and resilience in childcare  
this term, evident in the quality of her work 

 
STEM 
 

Sameer Pabari   7F His excellent attitude and approach to designing and making products  
Isabelle Ho   8O Being an enthusiastic member of KS3 science club and attending all sessions 
Lucy Dempster   9E Excellent problem-solving skills and high levels of independent work in lessons  

and STEM Club 
Aryan Aggarwal   10W Fantastic effort and focus in applying Mathematics 
Emilian Dene   11E Showing enthusiasm in his Maths lessons and in plans for the STEM project 
Joshua Riley   12W Making excellent contributions to the science faculty so far this term 
Yehen  
Singankutta Arachchilage 13B Excellent achievement in the UKMT challenge 
 
 
 
         
 
 


